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Abstract. Eocene mafic crust with high seismic velocities underlies much of the Oregon
and Washington forearc and acts as a backstop for accretion of marine sedimentary rocks
from the obliquely subducting Juan de Fuca slab. Arc-parallel migration of relatively
strong blocks of this terrane, known as Siletzia, focuses upper crustal deformation along
block boundaries, which are potential sources of earthquakes. In a three-dimensional
velocity model of coastal Washington, we have combined surface geology, well data, and
travel times from earthquakes and controlled source seismic experiments to resolve the
major boundaries of the Siletz terrane with the adjacent accreted sedimentary prism and
volcanic arc. In southern Washington and northern Oregon the Siletz terrane appears to
be a thick block (;20 km) that extends west of the coastline and makes a high-angle
contact with the offshore accreted sedimentary prism. On its east flank the high-velocity
Siletz terrane boundary coincides with an en echelon zone of seismicity in the arc. In
northern Washington the western edge of Siletzia makes a lower-angled, fault-bound
contact with the accretionary prism. In addition, alternating, east-west trending uplifts and
downwarps of the Siletz terrane centered on the antiformal Olympic Mountains may
reflect focusing of north-south compression in the northern part of the Siletz terrane. This
compressional strain may result from northward transport and clockwise rotation of the
Siletz terrane into the relatively fixed Canadian Coast Mountains restraining bend along
the coast.

1. Introduction

Between 1991 and 1996, a series of controlled source seismic
experiments were conducted in Oregon and Washington to
determine the velocity structure of the seismically active Cas-
cadia convergent margin [Tréhu et al., 1994; Miller et al., 1997;
Flueh et al., 1997; Parsons et al., 1998]. Here we present a
three-dimensional (3-D) seismic tomographic analysis of con-
trolled source and earthquake travel time data aimed at re-
solving the large-scale geometry of the thick Eocene mafic
basement of the Washington forearc and its relationship to the
accretionary prism and volcanic arc (Plate 1). This basement
underlies most of the forearc in Oregon and Washington and
is known as the Crescent Formation in Washington and the
Siletz River Volcanics in Oregon [Snavely et al., 1968]. Because
of its mafic composition this forearc terrane, also known as the
Siletz terrane, or “Siletzia” [Irving, 1979], is thought to be
composed of strong crustal blocks that play an important role
in forearc deformation [Magill et al., 1981; Wells and Coe, 1985;
Wells and Weaver, 1993; Tréhu et al., 1994; Stanley et al., 1996].
Arc-parallel migration of these blocks in response to oblique
subduction focuses upper crustal deformation and seismicity

along block boundaries, which may be potential sources of
earthquakes [e.g., Wells et al., 1998].

Along much of the Cascadia subduction margin, accreted
sedimentary rocks are thrust beneath Siletzia along a major
terrane boundary fault presumed to dip eastward beneath the
Coast Range [e.g., Tabor and Cady, 1978a; Snavely, 1987].
Though this boundary is an important locus of strain accom-
modation, it is presently seismically quiet, and its earthquake
potential is unknown. In the southwest Washington arc, how-
ever, the northwest trending Mount St. Helens and west Rain-
ier seismic zones are thought to mark the eastern extent of
Siletzia [e.g., Stanley et al., 1996; Parsons et al., 1998].

A detailed 2-D cross-section model was developed across
southern Washington from controlled source data [Parsons et
al., 1998] (Plate 2). This profile, while providing a relatively
high-resolution image of the velocity structure across the mar-
gin, is only a single cross section and could not constrain the
dip of the boundary between Siletzia and the accretionary
complex because of the wide range of possible velocities in the
metamorphosed accreted rocks at shallow depths. Possible in-
terpretations of the velocity structure include landward or sea-
ward dips (Plate 2). Multiple cross sections tied to the near-
surface geology offer a better chance to constrain the dip. Thus
one of the goals for conducting the 3-D study was to get a
greater variety of ray paths through the accretionary and Siletz
terrane rocks than were recorded along the 2-D profile.
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The Cascadia subduction margin shows many along-strike
tectonic variations such as accretionary-prism-width, seismicity
rate, and volcanic production (Plate 1). Because of the impor-
tant role that the Siletz terrane apparently plays in shaping the
margin, defining the along-strike variation of its boundaries
may provide some of the constraints needed to understand
variations in the nature of deformation and earthquake poten-
tial along major upper plate structures in the Washington
forearc.

1.1. Tectonic Setting

The Juan de Fuca plate subducts beneath North America at
a rate of ;40 mm/yr on a N688E azimuth [e.g., DeMets et al.,
1990]. This oblique subduction has created a complex, geolog-
ically diverse, and potentially hazardous region, the Cascadia
subduction zone and volcanic arc. No great Cascadia subduc-
tion zone earthquakes have been recorded in written history,
and much of the region is relatively quiet seismically [e.g.,
Dewey et al., 1989]. However, global comparisons indicate that
the Cascadia subduction zone has many characteristics in com-
mon with those that produce great interplate earthquakes; for

example, young oceanic lithosphere subducts at shallow dip
(similar to Central and South America, southwest Japan, and
the Aleutians) [e.g., Heaton and Kanamori, 1984; Heaton and
Hartzell, 1987]. Recent studies of the Holocene geologic record
have shown consistent indications that great subduction zone
and/or large upper plate earthquakes have affected the Wash-
ington coastal margin. Interpretation of geologic evidence
(subsidence, tsunami deposits) along the coast has suggested
that great earthquakes (M . 8) have occurred in the Cascadia
subduction zone on a recurrence interval of hundreds of years
[e.g., Atwater, 1996].

The Cascadia margin has had a long and complex history of
deformation and volcanism resulting from Cenozoic oblique
convergence between North America and subducting oceanic
plates. In the Washington forearc, Cenozoic marine sedimen-
tary rocks overlie Eocene basaltic basement of the Crescent
Formation, which along with the correlative Siletz River Vol-
canics of Oregon, extend from the southern tip of Vancouver
Island to the Klamath Mountains [Snavely et al., 1968; Snavely
and Wells, 1996] (Plates 1 and 3). Sutured to North America at
;50 Ma, these voluminous (5–25 km thick) submarine and

Plate 1. Major tectonic elements of the Cascadia subduction zone. There are important structural variations
along the margin. The accretionary complex broadens progressively along the margin, reaching its widest point
at the Olympic Mountains. Volcanic production is greatest in the central arc, where the seismicity rate is
lowest.
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subaerial basalts may represent an accreted oceanic island
chain [Simpson and Cox, 1977; Duncan, 1982] or a hot spot-
generated continental margin rifting event [Wells et al., 1984;
Babcock et al., 1992]. Paleomagnetic observations from Eocene
Crescent Formation volcanic rocks in southwest Washington
show significant (;208–508) clockwise rotations as does the
Cascade arc, the result of oblique subduction of the Juan de
Fuca plate [e.g., Wells and Coe, 1985; Beck and Burr, 1979].
Marine sedimentary rocks accrete against the Eocene volcanic
rocks and have been exhumed since ;14 Ma in the Olympic
Mountains, maintaining a steady state elevation since that time
with erosion balancing tectonic uplift (M. T. Brandon et al.,
Late Cenozoic exhumation of the Cascadia accretionary wedge
in the Olympic Mountains, NW Washington State, submitted
to Journal of Geophysical Research, 1998).

Some knowledge about the subducted Juan de Fuca slab
beneath the continent has been acquired through controlled
source experiments, studies of regional earthquake hypo-
centers, and inversion of teleseismic arrival times for velocity
structure. Taber and Lewis [1986] modeled a 98 dip on the Juan
de Fuca slab beneath Grays Harbor. Farther south, at the
latitude of Willapa Bay, Parsons et al. [1998] modeled a 128 dip
on the slab beneath the margin (Plates 2 and 3). More broadly,
beneath Washington, the Juan de Fuca plate appears to be
arched along a southwest-northeast directed axis that crosses

the northern Puget Sound [Crosson and Owens, 1987]. Inter-
pretation of teleseismic travel time delays suggests a possible
tear in the descending Juan de Fuca slab, with the dip angle
steepening south of the Willapa Bay–Columbia River region
[Michaelson and Weaver, 1986].

Seismic activity in western Washington is very low along the
coast and increases inland, with hypocenters most abundant
beneath the Cascade Range and Puget Sound (Plate 1). Deep
earthquakes associated with the Juan de Fuca slab seem to
mirror the distribution of upper plate earthquakes in the
forearc. Two distinct north-northwest trending zones of shal-
low seismicity are associated with Mount St. Helens and
Mount Rainier [e.g., Stanley et al., 1996] (Plate 1). Heat flow in
coastal Washington is low (;20–50 mW/m2), increasing to the
east in the Cascade Range (;50–100 mW/m2) and Columbia
Plateau (;50 mW/m2) [Blackwell et al., 1990].

1.2. Active-Source Seismic Experiments
in Western Washington

In 1991 the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in collaboration
with the University of Texas at El Paso, Oregon State Univer-
sity, the Geological Survey of Canada, the University of British
Columbia, and the University of Wyoming collected a series of
refraction profiles in Oregon and Washington [Miller et al.,
1997]. Travel times from the northernmost refraction profile

Plate 2. Interpreted cross-section velocity model along an east-west transect across southern Washington
[Parsons et al., 1998]. From a single cross section like this it is difficult to resolve the Siletz-accretionary
boundary. In this case it could either dip landward or seaward.
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that trended along the eastern side of Puget Sound (Plate 3)
were applied in this study. This profile was composed of 10
large explosive sources detonated into a 465-channel land ar-
ray (;600 m spacing) that was about 300 km long. We apply six
usable sources from that study here (Plate 3).

In 1995, wide-angle seismic data were collected by the same
collaborators along a 325-km-long east-west trending profile
that crossed southern Washington from Willapa Bay to the
Columbia Plateau (Plate 3) [Parsons et al., 1998]. On that
profile about 1500 instrument deployments were spaced at
200-m intervals, and 17 large explosive sources were recorded.
An example of these data is shown in Figure 1. We apply 12
sources that fall within our study area from that profile here
(Plate 3). The explosion data show images of the subducting
slab (from reflections) and provide continuous first arrivals to
230-km offsets.

In 1996, the German research vessel, the F. S. Sonne, con-
ducted an extensive investigation of the offshore Oregon and
Washington margins in a joint GEOMAR-USGS effort [Flueh
et al., 1997]. A total of more than 14,500 air gun sources
(50–150 m spacing) were fired offshore of Washington, with
just over 6000 detonated along lines instrumented by a cumu-
lative total of 53 ocean bottom recorder deployments on the
seafloor (Plate 3). The balance of the air gun sources were
fired for marine multichannel profiles. On land, 44 Reftek
seismographs distributed (;5 km linear spacing) along three
profiles (Plate 3) recorded all the air gun sources continuously.
The ocean bottom and on-land profiles coincided along east-
west profiles to provide continuous phase coverage across the
margin and to enable comparison of structure from south to
north (Plate 3). An example of air gun data recorded onland is
shown in Figure 2. The onshore-offshore data show head waves
traveling down the subducting slab as first arrivals in the near
offsets and continental upper mantle refractions at longer off-
sets.

2. Travel Time Inversion for 3-D Upper Crustal
Velocity Structure of Western Washington
2.1. Travel Time Data

A total of 69,251 P wave first-arrival travel times from con-
trolled and earthquake sources were included in our velocity
modeling. As can be seen in Plate 1, coastal Washington is
seismically quiet; thus very few earthquake source arrival times
were available for the coastal regions. The majority (67,898) of
the travel times were from controlled sources, with only 1353
arrivals used from earthquakes (Figure 3). There are some
advantages in applying primarily controlled sources; two of the
free parameters of a simultaneous inversion, source location
and origin time, are known, reducing uncertainties. However,
all the controlled sources were located at the surface, limiting
the deeper coverage that would result had more earthquake
sources been available. For our velocity inversion we included
only first arrivals, either Pg , the crustal refracted phase, or Pn ,
the upper mantle refracted phase. All controlled source seis-
mic data were hand-picked on a computer screen display; we
estimate picking errors to be 100 ms (one cycle at 10 Hz). Data
examples are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

The limited set of earthquake travel times came from two
data sets. The first group of earthquake source travel times was
recorded by our temporary array deployed during April and
May 1996 (Plate 3 and Figure 3). During this period we re-
corded ;300 earthquakes distributed across western Washing-
ton (green stars on Plate 3) including the M 5 5.4 Duvall
earthquake that occurred ;30 km east of Seattle and many of
its aftershocks. We recorded only the vertical channel on our
temporary network. A total of 267 high-quality arrivals that
could be used in the velocity inversion were recorded on our 44
distributed stations. We defined a high-quality event as one
recorded by at least five permanent network stations from the

Figure 1. An example of explosive source data collected on land in southwest Washington showing the
crustal refracted phase Pg that was used in the travel time inversion for velocity structure. Reflected phases
such as the one shown from the Juan de Fuca slab were not applied.
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Pacific Northwest Seismic Network (PNSN), and with an RMS
error in location ,2 km.

The second group of earthquake arrivals came from selected
PNSN permanent stations that were located near the coast
(pink triangles on Plate 3). We used data from a small group of
well-located events (1995–1997, M $ 2.0, yellow stars on
Plate 3) recorded at 12 sites. The earthquake source regions in
western Washington are dominantly the Puget Sound and Cas-
cade areas; we thus used enough events to get a reasonably
uniform sampling of travel paths through our 3-D model with-
out clustering too many events in specific locations. The goal
was to solve for the broad (25–50 km) scale velocity structure,
thus adding large numbers of coincident sources would have

added to computation times without significantly improving
resolution.

2.2. Velocity Modeling Methods

We applied the 3-D tomographic technique of Hole [1992]
modified to simultaneously invert for velocity, hypocenters,
and origin times (hypocenters and origin times only for the
earthquake data). This technique applies a finite difference
solution to the eikonal equation (Vidale [1990]; updated by
Hole and Zelt [1995]) to calculate first arrival times through a
gridded slowness model. An iterative nonlinear inversion is
performed as a backprojection along ray paths determined
from the forward modeling step.

Figure 2. An example of air gun data collected on land showing the Pg phase and the upper mantle
refracted phase Pn that were used in the travel time inversion for velocity structure.

Figure 3. An example of local earthquake data collected on the vertical component showing the Pg phase.
Since many of the events recorded are aftershocks from the Duvall earthquake, they are not plotted at an
equal offset scale; if they were, most of the Duvall events would be plotted on top of each other. Instead, the
events are plotted at a variable offset scale.
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We chose a larger 3-D volume to model than that containing
the targeted coastal region where the Siletz terrane meets
accreted sedimentary rocks so that we could include important
seismic source regions such as the offshore airguns and the
seismically active Puget Sound region (Plate 3). Our choice of
a large model volume created regions of relatively sparse ray
coverage. Therefore, as always, the choice of a starting model
was important in guiding the final model. We extrapolated a
smoothed version of the detailed 2-D model of Parsons et al.
[1998] parallel to the margin to generate a 3-D starting model.
In many cases we observed head waves from the dipping Juan
de Fuca slab as first arrivals from the offshore air guns; thus
having the approximately correct slab structure in the starting
model allowed for the proper treatment of these arrivals. Start-
ing models were discretized into grids of 2.5-km cells; we used
relatively small grid cells to ensure accurate calculation of ray
paths along short source-receiver offsets.

We compiled travel time picks for controlled (Figures 1 and
2) and earthquake (Figure 3) sources for each receiver as a
function of their 3-D spatial source locations and inverted
them for 3-D velocity structure. Initial hypocenter locations
and origin times of earthquakes were input as determined by
the PNSN. A spatial smoothing filter was applied to the models
between velocity and source parameter iterations. Early itera-
tions were conducted that applied very broad smoothing filters
(up to 100 km) and limited source-receiver offset ranges to
solve the shallowest parts of the velocity model first. Subse-
quent iterations were conducted that included greater source-
receiver offsets and progressively smaller smoothing filters.

The earthquakes used in this study were initially located with
a 1-D velocity model; thus a degree of coupling between hy-
pocenter location and the velocity structure derived from
earthquake traveltimes is unavoidable and could cause signif-
icant errors in the resolved velocity models [e.g., Thurber,
1993], especially in areas where controlled sources were ab-
sent. To reduce such errors, hypocenters and origin times were
relocated while controlled source locations and times were
held fixed. The events were relocated between velocity itera-
tions (mean relocation was 0.28 km). See Hole [1992] for full
details on the travel time inversion algorithm.

2.3. Resolution

Resolution in tomography depends on three properties of
the problem. The signal band width, the source-receiver dis-
tribution, and the velocity structure itself. For crustal scale
experiments the signal wavelengths are typically much smaller
than the gaps in ray path coverage (as they are in this study
(2–20 Hz)). Three approaches are usually adopted to investi-
gate resolution in tomographic problems. The simplest is a hit
count analysis. In this analysis the number of rays sampling a
given cell is examined to identify regions of good coverage and
poor coverage. The second approach to resolution analysis is
the construction of synthetic tests using the data distribution
[Humphreys and Clayton, 1988]. The synthetic test may be an
attempt to construct point spread functions or may be an
attempt to reconstruct the major features of the model simul-
taneously. The third common method of resolution analysis is
the use of the resolution matrix of linear inverse theory. Typ-
ically, the diagonals of the resolution matrix are displayed, and
a certain value is chosen to indicate good resolution. The
resolution matrix is a construct well suited to the study of linear
problems. However, the extension of this tool to nonlinear

problems is always questionable, particularly when the solution
is approached iteratively [Shaw and Orcutt, 1986].

Each of the above resolution diagnostics depends on the
velocity structure used to construct the resolution measures.
Quantitatively connecting a hit count, synthetic test, or reso-
lution matrix with the actual accuracy of the reconstructed
image is not straightforward. A combination of these resolu-
tion indicators can provide some intuition into the resolving
power of the data. We have chosen to use a backprojection and
thus do not construct a formal resolution matrix. We instead
show the hit count to illustrate the seismic ray coverage and
use checkerboard tests to estimate the degree of uniqueness of
the solution. Our estimates of spatial and relative velocity
resolution based on the checkerboard tests vary with depth,
and we thus report them individually as we show slices from
the 3-D velocity model. The checkerboard tests were con-
ducted by calculating synthetic travel time picks between all
the source and receiver positions through a model of 50 3 50
km columns, each with alternating increasing velocity gradients
that were 0.5 km/s different at all depths (Plates 4–8). Addi-
tionally, we alternated vertical gradients at various depths (to
create checkerboards in cross section) to test our resolution of
horizontal velocity boundaries. We tested only resolution of
increasing velocity gradients within column elements.

An important aspect to tomography is to scale the smooth-
ing dimensions appropriately to the input travel time data. On
the basis of the distribution of seismic sources and receiver
stations we sought to resolve velocity anomalies $50 km across
in the lateral dimensions and $10 km thick in the vertical
dimension. We thus applied a 25-km-wide by 5-km-high
smoothing filter during the final iteration, which yielded an
RMS travel time misfit of 0.31 s. A smaller RMS misfit could
be achieved but would require reducing the model smoothness
below the appropriate scale for the input data coverage, re-
sulting in an artificially detailed velocity model.

2.4. The 3-D Velocity Structure of Western Washington:
Observation

We show and discuss horizontal slices from the 3-D model
volume at 5 km depth intervals that are windowed around the
regions of best data coverage (Plates 4–8) as illustrated by the
accompanying hit count plots. We show also an associated
checkerboard test for each velocity slice. All reported depths
are below sea level.

2.4.1. The 2.5 km depth. Our model had limited coverage
at this depth (Plate 4a). Many of the velocity features shown
are actually inherited from vertical smoothing of anomalies
resolved deeper in the model. The 2.5-km model slice does
show fairly uniform velocities of about 4.5 km/s in the Coast
Ranges, where there is good coverage. The accompanying
checkerboard test result (Plate 4b) demonstrates the relatively
poor resolution in the uppermost layer. Some of the checker-
board pattern was recovered, though vertical smoothing of
deeper, better resolved parts of the test model may have in-
fluenced that. Because of the limited coverage at shallow
depths away from the controlled source transects, we failed to
image the low-velocity Seattle and Tacoma basins (beneath
Puget Sound) [Lees and Crosson, 1990; Symons and Crosson,
1997] except very near to the 1991 land refraction profile
(Plates 4a and 3).

2.4.2. The 7.5 km depth. The seismic ray coverage im-
proves with depth into the middle crust and is relatively good
in the center of the model at 7.5 km (Plate 5a). Offshore, fairly
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Plate 4a. Horizontal slice from the 3-D velocity model volume taken from 2.5 km below sea level. See text
for full discussion of the model slice and resolution test. See Plate 3 legend for description of symbols.
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Plate 4b. Results from a checkerboard resolution test (2.5 km depth) with the recovered model shown above
the input model.
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Plate 5a. Horizontal slice from the 3-D velocity model volume taken from 7.5 km below sea level.
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low velocity rocks (3.5–5.5 km/s) are imaged. Onshore, a large
body of relatively high velocity rocks (.6.0–6.5 km/s) occupies
much of the crust, extending from near the coastline to the east
of Puget Sound (Plate 5a). The high-velocity rocks are present
at the coastline in northern Oregon and southern Washington;
farther north along the coast, the high-velocity rocks retreat
inland at Grays Harbor and again in the Olympic Mountains.
An apparent pattern of alternating east-west trending high-
and low-velocity bodies is evident along the coastline.

The resolution test at 7.5 km depth shows reasonably good
recovery of the checkerboard pattern (Plate 5b), with edges
resolved to within 610 km laterally and relative velocities
resolved to an average of 60.15 km/s. Because of the broad
lateral smoothing applied to the velocity model we cannot
resolve dips very accurately. A 610 km lateral shift at 7.5 km
depth implies a 6558 change in dip between a surface outcrop
and the associated velocity anomaly. Thus at this depth, only
very high angle versus very low angle velocity boundaries can
be discriminated.

Our observation of an alternating pattern of high and low
velocities along the coast looks at first glance to be a result of
a coverage bias in that the three east-west onshore-offshore
profiles (where coverage tends to be best) are associated with
lower velocities (i.e., Plate 5a). However, the two southern
lines were located in basins, and the northernmost line was
located on the accretionary rocks of the Olympic Mountains,
where velocities are expected to be lower. South of the Olym-
pic Mountains, the high velocities were modeled from travel
times to PNSN stations. Immediately south of Grays Harbor,
the high velocities may not extend all the way to the coast as
shown, given that there is a hole in the coverage there (Plate
5b). However, the high velocities modeled farther south near
the coastline around the mouth of the Columbia River are
better constrained (Plate 5b). The generally high velocities
modeled north and south of Grays Harbor are not artifacts
from the starting model; instead, they result from the addition
of the PNSN data. If the PNSN data are excluded from the
inversion, the observed velocity pattern is one of lower veloc-
ities smeared across the coastal areas. The addition of the
PNSN stations reduced the overall RMS misfits, thus we think
that the higher-velocity areas are not a result of any systematic
timing errors associated with the earthquake travel times.

It is possible that some vertical smearing of very low veloc-
ities near the surface could be influencing the velocity image
where we observe low-velocity anomalies because we have
poor coverage in the upper 2 km, though the persistence of low
velocities associated with these regions through the 12.5 km
depth range (see subsequent discussion) exceeds the vertical
smoothing dimension (5 km), passes through the best covered
parts of our model, and includes rays from sources and receiv-
ers away from the areas at the surface that correspond with the
lower-velocity regions.

2.4.3. The 12.5 km depth. At 12.5 km depth an overall
northeast trend of the west edge of higher-velocity rocks (.6.5
km/s) from Willapa Bay in the south to Puget Sound in the
north becomes clear. An embayment of lower-velocity rocks
(,6.0 km/s) at Grays Harbor is still evident at 12.5 km depth
(Plate 6a). To the east, high velocities drop off dramatically
along a north trending boundary that corresponds roughly to
the west Rainier seismic zone.

Lateral spatial resolution at 12.5 km depth is comparable to
that at 7.5 km depth (610 km) (Plate 6b), though the recov-
ered relative velocity resolution is a little worse at about 60.2

km/s. The checkerboard pattern recovery continues to be bet-
ter along the western part of the model window than along its
east side.

2.4.4. The 17.5 km depth. The pattern of higher (.6.5
km/s) and lower (,6.5 km/s) velocity rocks at 17.5 km depth
resembles that at 12.5 km depth (Plate 7a). The western edge
of the higher-velocity block continues to have a northeast
trend. Higher-velocity rocks are observed in the offshore re-
gion beginning at this depth. Spatial (620 km) and velocity
resolutions (60.3. km/s) are reduced relative to shallower
slices (Plate 7b).

2.4.5. The 22.5 km depth. The relatively consistent obser-
vation of a higher-velocity body of rocks onshore as compared
with the offshore region between 2.5 and 17.5 km depth is
lacking at this depth (Plate 8a). Instead, fairly uniform 6.5–7.0
km/s rocks are continuously distributed. We conducted vertical
and horizontal resolution tests to establish if we could continue
to observe the onshore high-velocity anomaly at 22.5 km depth.
The checkerboard pattern was shifted from that in layers above
to test the lateral resolution while eliminating the possibility
that the recovered pattern might incorporate some smoothing
from layers above where there was better seismic ray coverage
(Plate 8b). We found that we could recover the checkerboard
pattern to some extent and could estimate the lateral resolu-
tion to be 615–20 km, with 60.2 km/s resolution in velocity.
Thus, if there was a lateral velocity contrast such as was ob-
served at all other depths in the model, we should be able to
resolve it at 22.5 km depth.

2.5. The 3-D Velocity Structure of Western Washington:
Interpretation

The primary goal in generating the 3-D velocity model is to
identify the boundary between Siletzia and the sedimentary
rocks accreted against it. Siletzia in western Washington is
made up of the Crescent Formation and is composed of mas-
sive and pillowed basalt flows and is cut by diabase dikes [e.g.,
Tabor and Cady, 1978a]. In contrast, where exposed in the
Olympic Mountains, the sedimentary rocks accreted against
Siletzia are primarily sandstones and mudstones of increasing
metamorphic grade from east to west [e.g., Tabor and Cady,
1978a; Brandon and Calderwood, 1990]. Thus it is expected that
Siletzia rocks are much higher velocity than the accreted sed-
imentary complex. To interpret the actual boundary between
these rocks, we need to know their velocity-depth functions;
while some data exist for the Siletz terrane [Parsons et al., 1998;
N. I. Christensen, unpublished data, 1998], little is known
about the accretionary complex. We can, however, gain insight
from a global compilation of velocity measurements that shows
a fairly narrow transition from metamorphosed sedimentary
rocks into metamorphosed mafic igneous rocks [Christensen
and Mooney, 1995]. Given the coarse smoothing applied to our
3-D model and resulting velocity resolution (;60.2 km/s),
such an approach provides reasonable guidelines for interpre-
tation. In Figure 4 the results of Christensen and Mooney [1995]
are summarized graphically; the metasedimentary rocks fall
below a velocity range with depth from ;6.1 to 6.4 km/s, while
the mafic intrusive rocks tend to fall above that curve, with the
exception of unmetamorphosed basalt. Where exposed in
Washington, Siletzia rocks are zeolite to prehnite-pumpellyite
facies [Tabor and Cady, 1978b]. We thus interpret the velocity
range between 6.0 and 6.5 km/s as containing the Siletz-
accretionary boundary, which takes into account our average
60.2 km/s lateral velocity resolution (Figure 4). In Washing-
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Plate 5b. Results from a checkerboard resolution test (7.5 km depth) with the recovered model shown above
the input model.
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Plate 6a. Horizontal slice from the 3-D velocity model volume taken from 12.5 km below sea level.
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Plate 6b. Results from a checkerboard resolution test (12.5 km depth) with the recovered model shown
above the input model.
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Plate 7a. Horizontal slice from the 3-D velocity model volume taken from 17.5 km below sea level.
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Plate 7b. Results from a checkerboard resolution test (17.5 km depth) with the recovered model shown
above the input model.
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Plate 8a. Horizontal slice from the 3-D velocity model volume taken from 22.5 km below sea level.
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Plate 8b. Results from a checkerboard resolution test (22.5 km depth) with the recovered model shown
above the input model.
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ton, no ultramafic rocks are exposed at the surface in outcrops
of Siletzia, but on Vancouver Island the sequence is floored by
gabbros [Massey, 1986]. We therefore interpret the highest
velocities (;7.0 km/s) at depth as a gabbro layer near the base
of the Siletz terrane. We make geologic interpretations of the
velocity anomalies identified on slices from the 3-D model in
section 9.

2.5.1. The 7.5 km depth. High-velocity rocks at depth
match fairly closely with the surface outcrops of Siletz rocks
and well data [McFarland, 1979] (Plates 3 and 5a). We thus
interpret the large body of high-velocity rock that occupies
most of the crust onshore as the Siletz terrane (Plate 5a)
(specifically, the Crescent Formation of the Siletz terrane). We
interpret the lower-velocity anomalies west of the Siletz ter-
rane and offshore as accreted sedimentary rocks. At depth,
high velocities are seen at varying offsets to the east of the
near-surface contact between Siletzia and accreted sedimen-
tary rocks (Plate 5a). The near-surface and 7.5-km-deep con-
tacts are nearly coincident in northern Oregon and southern
Washington, while we observe a significant eastward shift
north of Willapa Bay (Plate 5a). We interpret this as a high-
angle contact to the south and a lower-angled contact to the
north; Snavely and Wagner [1982] also concluded that the Si-
letz-accretionary contact is low angle (258) north of Willapa
Bay. North of Grays Harbor, the higher velocities of the Siletz
terrane are evident wrapping around the Olympic Mountains
uplift. Correspondence between the surface outcrops of the

Siletz terrane and the high-velocity anomalies at depth sug-
gests a high-angle Siletz-accretionary prism contact in the shal-
lowmost crust.

The alternating pattern of high and low velocities we observe
along the coast (Plate 5a) may be the result of regional north-
south directed compression [e.g., McCrory, 1996] that causes
folding, variable thinning, and imbrication of the Siletz terrane.
We suggest that regional north-south compression has domed
the Siletz terrane south of Grays Harbor and in the Olympic
Mountains along roughly east-west axes and has created an
intervening synform. The relatively low velocities associated
with the southern Grays Harbor region correspond with the
Chehalis basin and imply that the basin is deep and has only a
thin veneer of Crescent Formation near the surface; north of
Grays Harbor, the low velocities may indicate that the Cres-
cent Formation is downwarped. Relatively low velocities also
coincide with the accreted sedimentary core of the anticlinal
Olympic Mountains uplift [e.g., Tabor and Cady, 1978a].

The eastern edge of the Siletz terrane is more poorly con-
strained by our model; high-velocity rocks appear to be absent
beneath the 1991 refraction profile at 7.5 km depth, where 5.0
km/s velocities are observed. Miller et al. [1997] analyzed the
complete 1991 line and show velocities consistent with Siletz
terrane at greater depth. Moran [1997] conducted a 3-D inver-
sion using local earthquake sources centered east of Puget
Sound and found a prominent north-south trending velocity
boundary 50 km east of Puget Sound beginning at ;10 km

Figure 4. Velocity-depth curves from global averages of hundreds of measured samples of the major
classifications of sedimentary, metamorphic, and igneous rocks [Christensen and Mooney, 1995] of likely
composition and grade to be found in the upper 25 km of the Cascadia subduction zone [e.g., Best, 1982].
Given the 62 km/s lateral velocity resolution of the 3-D velocity model, we interpret from the velocity depth
curves that the Siletz-accretionary complex boundary is contained in the velocity interval between 6.0 and 6.5
km/s.
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depth, which was interpreted as the east edge of the Siletz
terrane.

2.5.2. The 12.5 km depth. The contact between accreted
sedimentary rocks and the Siletz terrane makes a northeast
trending boundary that occurs somewhat farther inland than it
did at 7.5 km depth (Plate 6a). Missing at this depth are the
alternating high- and low-velocity patterns evident at 7.5 km
depth. In the southern Olympic Mountains and at Willapa Bay,
significant northeast shifts in the terrane boundary with in-
creasing depth can be seen by comparing its location at the
surface and at depth (Plates 6a and 9). We interpret these
shifts as evidence for a thin west edge of the Siletz terrane or
shallow crustal faults that offset the surface outcrops of Siletz
terrane from their deeper roots in the depth range between 7.5
and 12.5 km. In an inversion centered in the Puget Sound
region, Lees and Crosson [1990] measured an 188 to 288 dip on
this contact near the eastern Olympic Mountains, comparable
to that imaged by Clowes et al. [1987] and Calvert [1996] at
southern Vancouver Island. An interpretation of magnetotel-
luric data shows that the accreted sedimentary rocks do not
underthrust the Siletz block at depths greater than ;10 km
beneath Puget Sound [Aprea et al., 1998].

The low-velocity anomaly at Grays Harbor persists to 12.5
km depth (Plate 6a); the uniform velocities from the accretion-
ary prism to the onshore parts of this area may imply that
accretionary rocks were pushed onshore in similar fashion as to
the north beneath the Olympic Mountains. To the east, high
velocities drop off dramatically along a north trending bound-
ary that corresponds roughly to the west Rainier seismic zone,
consistent with previous interpretations that the deformation is
occurring along the Siletzia boundary based on gravity inter-
pretations [Finn, 1990; Stanley et al., 1996].

2.5.3. The 17.5 km depth. The primary change between
12.5 and 17.5 km depth is the observation of high-velocity rocks
in the offshore region. We interpret these higher velocities as
oceanic crust of the downgoing Juan de Fuca slab. Velocities
appropriate for accretionary rocks make a nearly continuous
linear boundary along the western edge of the Siletz terrane. A
possible explanation for this may be that the compressional
deformation (folding or faulting) of Siletzia is more pro-
nounced at shallower depths. The north trending eastern
boundary also persists at 17.5 km depth, consistent with a
high-angle boundary.

2.5.4. The 22.5 km depth. At this depth we do not resolve
the northeast trending lateral velocity contrast as observed
from 2.5 to 17.5 km depth. We interpret this change as an
indication that the base of the Siletz terrane occurs near this
depth (to within 65 km). The apparent 18–28 km thickness we
model is in reasonable agreement with the estimates made
from 2-D profiles [e.g., Tréhu et al., 1994; Parsons et al., 1998].
This depth coincides with a horizontal band of seismicity be-
neath Puget Sound [e.g., Stanley et al., 1996] and might imply
that there is some deformation along the base of the Siletz
terrane.

3. Discussion and Conclusions
We have imaged in 3-D the large-scale boundaries between

the Siletz terrane and the adjacent accretionary prism and
volcanic arc in western Washington. Internal deformation in
Siletzia that manifests as alternating thinning and thickening
along the Washington coast (Plate 5a) may result from folding
and imbrication of the Siletz block on low-angle faults in the

shallow crust (Plate 9). We observe the thick Siletz terrane of
Oregon [Tréhu et al., 1994] persisting near the coast as far
north as southern Willapa Bay. North of Willapa Bay at the
latitude of Grays Harbor, the west edge of the Siletz terrane is
thinned and has a lower-angled contact with the accretionary
prism (Plate 9). This is consistent with deformation of the
Crescent Formation basalt along the coast where it is exposed
in seaward vergent overturned anticlines in the hanging walls
of landward dipping thrust faults [e.g., Snavely and Wagner,
1982; Wells and Coe, 1985]. Seismic models from east of the
Olympic Mountains and on Vancouver Island also show shal-
low easterly dips of the Siletz terrane in the upper 10 km with
accretionary rocks beneath it [e.g., Symons and Crosson, 1997;
Lees and Crosson, 1990; Clowes et al., 1987; Calvert, 1996], and
Pratt et al. [1997] suggest a low-angle detachment beneath
Puget Sound between 14 and 20 km depth. Therefore either
the western edge of Siletzia was originally thinner at Willapa
Bay and in the Olympic Mountains and is thus more suscep-
tible to deformation or the more intense deformation in the
northern Coast Ranges has involved Siletzia in low-angle faulting.

There is a high-amplitude antiformal uplift centered in the
Olympic Mountains, and it appears that similar (but lower
amplitude) deformation extends along much of the Washing-
ton margin with uplift between Willapa Bay and Grays Harbor,
and synforms along the Columbia River and between Grays
Harbor and the Olympic Mountains. Outside of our study area
north of the Olympic Mountains, this pattern persists with a
synformal structure that coincides with the Strait of Juan de
Fuca [e.g., Snavely, 1987] (Figure 5). The Bouguer gravity
anomaly associated with the Siletz terrane also reflects this
pattern, with a coherent gravity high along the Oregon coast
that grades into a more complex alternating pattern of highs
and lows in Washington [Finn et al., 1991].

The shape of the western edge of the Siletz terrane in Wash-
ington may have implications for the geologic evolution of the
margin. In Oregon, there is clear paleomagnetic evidence of
clockwise rotation of the Siletz terrane [e.g., Simpson and Cox,
1977]. However, to the north on the Olympic Peninsula, the

Plate 9. (opposite) The 3-D velocity model for coastal Wash-
ington shown with the topography and generalized geology
from Plate 3 draped above. (a) Cross section showing the
western Siletz-accretionary terrane boundary at the coast of
northern Oregon; basalt is present in the well indicated off-
shore, and we thus interpret a high-angle terrane contact. The
eastern edge of Siletzia is poorly constrained in this cross
section. (b) Basalt is observed in the well marked at the coast
in this cross section; however, the main high-velocity anomaly
is shifted to the east as compared with the northern Oregon
section. We show a 258 dipping boundary after Snavely and
Wagner [1982], who derived it from well data, shallow seismic
reflection data, and magnetic modeling. Farther inland a well
finds basalt at 2 km depth west of the Doty fault, which thrusts
Siletzia rocks back to the surface [e.g., Snavely and Wagner,
1982; Wells and Coe, 1985]. We interpret a high-angle eastern
boundary between Siletzia and the Cascade arc, coincident
with the west Rainier seismic zone [e.g., Stanley et al., 1996;
Moran, 1997]. (c) The Siletz terrane can be seen beneath the
southern rim of the Olympic Mountains; we approximate a 258
dipping boundary between Siletzia and the underthrust accre-
tionary complex. (d) Nearer to the axis of the Olympic Moun-
tains uplift the Siletz terrane is bent sharply upward west of
Puget Sound, where most of its thickness is exposed at the
surface [e.g., Tabor and Cady, 1987a].
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Plate 9. (continued)



Crescent Formation shows no rotation or translation [Warnock
et al., 1993]. Thus Siletzia must have accommodated this vari-
able motion by internal deformation. Northwest directed trans-
lation of central Oregon and southern Washington [e.g., Pez-
zopane and Weldon, 1993] must also have been accommodated.
We suggest that the internal strain of the Siletz terrane is
focused along the coast of the Olympic Peninsula. The large-
scale arching of the mafic basement along east-west trends
transverse to the margin can be explained by margin-parallel
northward transport and rotation of Siletzia into the relatively
fixed restraining bend of the Canadian Coast Mountains at
Vancouver Island [e.g., Wells et al., 1998]. The Olympic Pen-

insula acted as a soft hinge point, undergoing significant north-
south directed deformation. Alternatively, the size of the ac-
cretionary complex reflects proximity to the major proto-
Columbia River sediment source [e.g., Brandon and Vance,
1992]. The deformation of Siletzia in Washington then repre-
sents the impact of major sediment accretion and possible
tectonic erosion of the Crescent Formation along the thrust
that locally forms its base in the Olympic Mountains [Tabor
and Cady, 1978a].

The Siletz terrane acts as a backstop against which accreted
rocks are thrust, and this contact may have seismogenic poten-
tial. We have provided a 3-D map of the contact zone at depth

Figure 5. Tectonic model of Siletz-terrane deformation. (a) North directed compressional stress and south-
ern Siletz terrane rotation are accommodated at a hinge point along the coast of the Olympic Peninsula. The
greatest amplitude of uplift occurs at the Olympic Mountains, but the pattern of folding persists north and
south of the Olympics. We suggest this occurs as a result of the margin-parallel northward transport and
rotation of Siletzia into the relatively fixed restraining bend of the Canadian Coast Mountains at Vancouver
Island. (b) Comparative cross sections through northern Oregon and the Olympic Mountains indicate the
relationship between backstop deformation and sedimentary accretion, though whether this relationship is
causative remains an open question.
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that shows a fairly steep angle in northern Oregon and south-
ernmost Washington. To the north, it appears that the Siletz
backstop deforms along with the rocks accreted to it and may
have active internal low-angle faults. North of Willapa Bay and
in the western Olympic Mountains, the seaward edge of Silet-
zia appears to be a gently landward dipping thrust flake over-
lying imbricated and underthrust sediments of the Cascadia
accretionary prism.
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